
An updated and expanded edition of the bestselling and award-winning book Islam is often obscured by 
a veil of unfamiliar beliefs, customs, and practices. We watch intriguing images of Islamic nations on our 
televisions. We hear words like Muslim and Jihad defined in conflicting terms. But we still don’t understand. 
Now, more than ever, we need to join the thousands of Christians who have become friends and compatri-
ots in reaching Muslim people for Christ. So who can explain this culture with clarity and precision? Raised 
as Sunni Muslims by a leader in the faith, brothers Ergun and Emir Caner have lived the Muslim life. Now 
Christians, and highly respected theology professors, the Caner brothers are particularly qualified to present 
an unprecedented insider’s look at Islam. Newly updated and expanded from its original edition, Unveiling Is-
lam is a sympathetic yet uncompromising presentation of the entire scope of Islam-its practices, ethics, and 
beliefs, including the primary differences between Christianity and Islam. The authors then present a prac-
tical strategy Christians can use to open a productive dialogue with Muslims. Ergun Mehmet Caner (Th.M., 
Southeastern Seminary; Th.D., University of South Africa) is dean of Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary, 
and professor of theology and church history at Liberty University in Lynchburg, Virginia. During his seven-
teen years as a pastor and now as an educator, Dr. Caner has lectured on apologetics, world religions, and 
theology in eleven countries and has been interviewed on CNN, The 700 Club, the BBC, and elsewhere. He is 
co-author of many books on global apologetics. Emir Fethi Caner (Ph.D., University of Texas at Arlington) is 
president of Truett-McConnell College in Cleveland, Georgia. An award-winning and best-selling author, he 
speaks regularly on apologetics, world religions, and theology around the world and on such media outlets 
as NPR, PAX, and Billy Graham’s Decision Today radio program. His past experience includes pastoring, 
overseas missions, and church planting.

With ISIS on the rise, what do we need to know?
ISIS—a name that inspires fear, a group that is gaining momentum. Horrors unheard of are plaguing the 
Middle East, and ISIS may be responsible for the worst among them. And yet there is so much we don’t 
know about ISIS:

•  Where did ISIS come from?
•  How is ISIS distinguished from other terrorist groups?
•  Could ISIS play a role in the end times?
•  What does ISIS mean for Israel?
•  What impact could these events have on the United States?
•  How should believers respond?

In The ISIS Crisis, authors Charles Dyer and Mark Tobey answer these questions and more. Drawing from 
history, current events, and biblical prophecy, they guide readers through the matrix of conflicts in the Middle 
East. Then they explore the role of ISIS in all of these matters. Finally, they encourage Christians to look to 
Jesus, the Prince of Peace.

Since he was a small boy, Mosab Hassan Yousef has had an inside view of the deadly terrorist group Hamas. 
The oldest son of Sheikh Hassan Yousef, a founding member of Hamas and its most popular leader, young 
Mosab assisted his father for years in his political activities while being groomed to assume his legacy, pol-
itics, status . . . and power. But everything changed when Mosab turned away from terror and violence, and 
embraced instead the teachings of another famous Middle East leader. In Son of Hamas, Mosab Yousef—
now called “Joseph”—reveals new information about the world’s most dangerous terrorist organization and 
unveils the truth about his own role, his agonizing separation from family and homeland, the dangerous 
decision to make his newfound faith public, and his belief that the Christian mandate to “love your enemies” 
is the only way to peace in the Middle East. 
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